In this paper I focus on analyzing whether Polish absolute return funds, which I call quasi-hedge funds, add value to a portfolio of an individual investor by reaching higher returns than Polish stock funds. I use a sample of 25 Polish absolute return investment funds to contrast their short and long term performance, measured by Sharpe, Sortino and Jensen ratios, to the short and long term performance of 20 biggest Polish stock funds and build rankings based on that performance. Later I build funds of funds (with a different number of stock funds and/or quasi-hedge funds) and check which of them is the most efficient. I find out that in both short and long term Polish quasi-hedge funds have better returns than stock funds and they add much value to the investors' portfolios. It can be explained by the fact that they are much smaller and younger than traditional funds, so they have much higher potential to grow and reach abnormal returns.
Introduction
Absolute return funds (commonly known as hedge funds) are supposed to be an alternative to traditional investment funds (also called mutual funds). The main difference between both types of funds is that the latter are passively and the former actively managed. Hedge fund managers use more advanced investment tools and build more sophisticated strategies which should lead them to reaching the goal of absolute return instead of relative return reached by mutual fund managers.
There is a strong evidence in literature that hedge funds reach abnormal returns 1 which are higher than relative returns of traditional funds, especially stock funds, including those which are hedged 2 . Hedge fund returns are lowly correlated with the stock fund returns and stock indices, mainly due to their attributes such as fee structure, flow of capital, fund leverage or uniqueness of their strategies 3 . That makes them a perfect element for a well-diversified portfolio 4 , though not necessarily during financial crises 5 .
The evidence showing advantages of hedge funds concerns funds managed from the most developed fund market which is United States. To my knowledge there are not many (if any) studies on comparison of performance of both types of funds managed from other fund markets, including such emerging markets like Poland. That was my first motivation for the following study.
Another motivation for conducting this study were changes on the hedge fund market in
Europe after the financial crisis of 2007/2008. There were two determinants of those changes:
1. high demand for alternative investments on retail capital markets; 2. new law which forced hedge funds operating in European Union to be authorized by the financial supervisory authorities 6 . The first determinant made hedge fund managers realize that there is some retail capital available for them. The second one that they must start being more transparent. So far they have not had to be because unlike mutual funds their operations were excluded from many law regulations
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. Therefore they offered their funds only to professionals (like it is still today in America or Asia) and not to retail investors who had neither access to information nor tools to assess the potential risk of hedge funds.
The introduction of the new directive combined with high demand for alternative investments on European retail capital markets made authorized hedge fund managers include to their offer UCITS-hedge funds. Those are funds of hedge funds which aim at reaching the absolute return. In theory they are available for all European retail investors because they are quoted on public stock exchanges, e.g. in Luxembourg. However, in practice only some retail investors (those internationally oriented) add them to their portfolios. Most of European retail investors are still home biased 8 and Poland is no exception.
As a response some of the Polish investment companies created open-end "absolute return funds" which I call quasi-hedge funds. They are different to UCITS-hedge funds because their managers do not create a portfolio of hedge funds but they use some of the tools of hedge funds in their strategies. Quasi-hedge funds are regulated which forbids their managers to use all the tools used by hedge fund managers (e.g. advanced derivatives or high leverage). However that should not stop them from achieving the goal of abnormal return.
My last (and main) motivation for the following study is a desire to check whether Polish quasi-hedge fund managers reach absolute returns and whether they are higher than returns reached by Polish stock fund managers. In other words, I want to assess whether quasi-hedge funds add value to the portfolios of Polish investors by reaching positive returns which make their managers winners of fund rankings. I use Poland as a sample for two reasons: 1. because this is the biggest mutual fund emerging market in European Union; 2. it offers funds similar to hedge funds that additionally may be considered as an alternative for UCITS-hedge funds.
The rest of the paper is divided into three sections. In the next one I characterize the sample and describe the methodology. In the third section I present the results of the study. In the fourth and the last one I make conclusion and add a comment about possible solutions for the quasi-hedge fund market in Poland in the future.
Methodology
There are three steps of the analysis.
In step one I build the sample of funds, compare their characteristics and calculate shortterm (1 year) and long term (5 years) fund performance, i.e. risk weighted returns from Sharpe and Sortino as well as one-factor Jensen models. In step two I rank funds according to those measures. There are two reasons why I decide to choose them. First, Sharpe and Sortino ratios are simple in their construction which makes them understandable for investors. Therefore they are commonly used for ranking mutual funds and hedge funds in practice. After I rank funds according to both measures I will be able to find out not only whether quasi-hedge funds are better managed than stock funds (which allows to conclude whether they should replace stock funds in an investor portfolio) but also whether there is a sense of using those measures interchangeably. Some academic evidence concerning US hedge funds shows that yes 9 . Second, Jensen alpha shows whether the fund managers have potential and skills to earn absolute returns.
If Jensen alpha of a fund is greater than zero (α>0), a fund manager earns positive returns. We say that she over-performs the market and has skills to add value to an investor portfolio. If
Jensen alpha of a fund is lower than zero (α<0), its manager underperforms the market, which means that she has no (or does not use her) skills to manage a fund. Generally in order to assess the fund manager's skills the researchers calculate Jensen alphas from three-factor model of Fama and French (1993) or four-factor model of Carhart (1997) for mutual funds and sevenfactor model of Fung and Hsieh (2004) for hedge funds. I use much simpler one-factor model of Jensen (1968 Jensen ( , 1969 , which concentrates on a relation between a fund return and a benchmark return. I do it after Perez (2012) who shows that more advanced models of calculating Jensen alphas do not work for Polish funds -the only statistically significant factor is the market factor.
I expect that (at least some) absolute return funds will have positive Jensen alphas which will be higher than alphas of stock funds.
Finally, in step three I make a simple exercise in which I build portfolios of stock funds and/or quasi-hedge funds and compare their returns and risk. By doing so I want to find out which portfolios are the most efficient: those which consist of only quasi-hedge funds or stock funds or those which combine both types of funds.
All calculations are made in Matlab. The details of the analysis are as follows.
Step one. Characteristics of a sample and fund performance As we can see in Table 1 Mio PLN. When we exclude Quercus Parasol Selektywny from the sample of quasi-hedge funds we see that the size of the biggest absolute return fund is similar to the size of the smallest stock fund used in the analysis. Besides quasi-hegde funds are much younger than the stock funds.
On average they operate on the market for 60 months (5 years) whereas the stock funds for more than 142 months (almost 12 years). The average age of quasi-hedge funds was a motivation for choosing the last five years (meaning 2010-2014) as the time scope of the study.
Dealing with smaller and younger funds is motivating for the quasi-hedge fund managers -they are strongly concentrated on active management leading to superior returns which eventually brings them higher bonuses. It is interesting to see that only few absolute return funds charge their clients the performance fee. Most of them charge only the management fee, which -as for Polish standards -is quite low. On average it is 2.8% whereas the fee charged by stock funds is 3.6%. In my opinion it should be the opposite, especially since quasi-hedge funds are assumed to be managed much more actively than the stock funds. Presumably lower fees in Polish absolute return funds are supposed to attract new clients.
I use daily prices (net asset value per unit of participation, NAVUP = P) of those 25 absolute return funds and 20 stock funds from 01.01.2010 to 31.12.2014 to calculate their daily log returns (R). The formula is as follows:
where:
R i,t is a return of a fund i in day t, NAVUP i,t = P i,t is the price of a fund i in day t,
is the price of a fund i in day t -1.
I also use this formula to calculate daily log returns of the benchmarks. The majority of
Polish stock funds use the WIG index as the benchmark. However Perez (2012) 
S i,y is a yearly value of a Sharpe ratio for a fund i, Sor i,y is a yearly value of a Sortino ratio for a fund i, α i,y is a yearly value of a Jensen alpha for a fund i, R i,y is a yearly log return of a fund i, R M,y is a yearly log return of a benchmark, MAR y is a yearly value of a minimum acceptable rate, σ i,y is a yearly value of a standard deviation of a fund i, sσ i,y is a yearly value of a semi-standard deviation of a fund i.
The highest the values of the measures the better the performance of the funds.
Step two. Fund rankings Step
three. Performance of funds of stock funds and/or quasi-hedge funds
Additionally to the above in step three of the analysis I build different funds of funds consisting of stock and/or absolute return funds and check whether they are efficient in Markowitz sense of portfolio efficiency. Since Jensen alpha is the performance measure showing the skills of the fund managers I decide to use the long term ranking based on that measure in order to create three groups of three funds of funds (FoF):
-only funds of stock funds consisting of 5 best or 10 best or all 20 analyzed stock funds (3 cases), -only funds of absolute return funds consisting of 5 best or 10 best or all 25vanalyzed quasi-hedge funds (3 cases), -mixed funds of funds: a fund of 10 best funds (5 best stock funds and 5 best quasi-hedge funds), a fund of 20 best funds (10 best stock funds and 10 best quasi-hedge funds) and a fund of all 45 analyzed funds (3 cases).
I assume that the weight of each fund in each FoF is in the range of (0; 1) and may change every one tenth (0,1). So the weight of a fund in the FoF may be equal w i = 0,1 or 0,2 etc. up to 0,9.
I then calculate Sharpe ratio and standard deviation of those portfolios and compare the results. By doing so I hope to find out whether the portfolios with/of absolute return funds are in long term more efficient than those without them. In other words, I hope to see whether absolute return funds add value to a portfolio of funds of any investor.
Results
Step one and step two Tables 2, 3 There are few interesting things we may conclude from the fund performance. First of all, the performance of both types of funds measured by Sharpe and Sortino ratios was in short and long term positive and in many cases higher than the benchmarks. The only exceptions were 2011 and 2014, when majority of the funds had negative returns and underperformed the benchmarks. Such results were however not surprising since at that time the world capital markets were suffering losses. Second of all, many of the funds ranked according to the Sharpe and Sortino ratios had the same or comparable places in the rankings. From the statistical point of view it means that the values of standard deviation of stock fund returns were close to the values of semi-standard deviation of quasi-hedge fund returns. I analyzed only five years of the Polish fund industry history so it might not be a general rule, however, I believe for emerging markets like Poland it is worth considering building fund rankings according to those measures interchangeably.
The fund rankings according to Sharpe and Sortino ratios reflected the fund ranking built according to Jensen alphas of the funds only partially. In this case in both short and long terms we could observe more negative results, which -as wanted -were more common for stock funds. In different years different stock fund managers were not able to use their skills and beat the market. Presumably their poor performance may be explained by the long nature of their operations which depends on the turbulence on the world and Polish capital markets. As far as Polish quasi-hedge funds are concerned, even though they are open-end type, they are supposed to use different tools and opportunities on both long and short sides of the market to reach the goal of the abnormal return. It seems many of them succeeded, especially in long term -all the absolute return funds were ranked higher than stock funds, though we must see that not all of them overperformed the market. Those which did, were not necessarily persistent. However, we may notice that most of the winners belonged to the group of Altus, Superfund or Quercus.
In the group of stock funds the best were some Pioneer or ING funds or PZU Energia Medycyna Ekologia, which is one of the biggest in that group. Source: own calculation.
Step three
The above results suggest that adding Polish quasi-hedge funds to a fund of funds owned by an individual investor may be justified. In order to make sure that those funds have some power to increase the return of such portfolio or decrease its risk I decide to build 9 funds of funds (FoF) and diversify them with a different number of stock and/or absolute return funds.
The values of Sharpe ratio and standard deviation of those FoF are shown in Table 5 . The outcome is somehow not surprising but still interesting. As expected, as far as the returns are concerned, the best funds of funds were those consisting of only quasi hedge funds (FoQHF) and no stock funds (FoSF) . The values of Sharpe ratio of FoQHF were from 1.0500
(top 5 funds) to 2.5644 (top 10 funds) whereas in case of the other funds of funds (FoSF and FoMF) it was not more than 2.4217 (top 20 mixed funds). What grabs attention is that the winner portfolio consists of 10 top quasi-hedge funds. This suggests that the best diversified funds of funds operating on Polish fund market should have around ten (and not e.g. five)
elements. Especially since FoFs consisting of top 5 funds or all funds are more risky than the winner fund of funds.
Conclusions
The results of the study conducted in the paper are very interesting and quite optimistic.
They show that between January 2010 and December 2014 most Polish absolute return fund managers had and used their management skills. Alphas of majority of those funds were not only positive but also higher than the alphas of most of the traditional stock funds. We may only guess that it was caused by activity as well as intuition and experience to open and close long and short positions at the accurate time. As a consequence quasi-hedge funds added value to the funds of funds of an individual investor. If this is the case they deserved to charge their clients the management and/or performance fee.
The results of the study are similar to those on other markets like the one in USA. Obviously they consider much smaller sample and different time scope. Therefore they are not final. Building a sample of a larger number of funds which could be analyzed in a longer period and assessed according to more advanced performance measures will surely give more accurate results. I think, however, that they would also show that Polish absolute return funds of open-end type are worth considering by every Polish individual investor. So far they proved it. If they continue to do so and use their potential to grow further, Polish individual investors will consider them as a serious alternative for traditional funds allowing them to build well diversified portfolios.
Notes

